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This invention: relates 1 to . well 1 tools. and‘ deals 
more particularly with‘ azto'ol adapted'fto be in 
corporated inxa drilling3stringaand.above a drill 
ing bit for reaming, a wel-lbeing drilled‘ by- the 
bit; Speci?cally, the; invention- contemplates the 
provision of“ atool Whichrmay‘ be placed between 
a drill. bit andits- drill'collar. tofunction asa 
reamer, and is adaptedlto-be turned-endrior end 
and placed in a drillingstringat a suitable point 
suchas betweenthe drlllcollar and the drill pipe 
to. function asa stabilizer. for.the-.drillingrstring. 
An object‘ of' this inventionlis. tonprovide a tool 

of the indicated type which is of simple, inexpen_ 
sive' construction; and‘ which is highly ef?cient 
for the purpose‘ intended; 
Another object’ of the invention is to provide 

a well reaming ' tool incorporating means‘ for 
easily and ‘quickly- replacing worn‘ parts. 
Another object of " the‘ invention is to‘ provide 

a wellirea-ming tool in-which theelements which 
may wear and require-replacement‘ are formed 
as separate'sections for easy‘a-nd'quick removable 
connection with the body of the tool whereby-‘said 
lgody'can be continued Zin-‘useiOr along-period of 
me. 
The various? objects -'and"features of my inven 

tion will be fully-understood'from the=lfollowing 
detailed description of‘al typical preferred form 
and application. of1 the: invention,‘ throughout 
which description: reference is- made to the ac 
companying. drawingsainswhich; 

Fig. 1 is an elevational- view, of. the lower. end 
portion of a'drilling string'in which apreferred 
embodiment of well reaming, tool‘ is. incorporated ' 
to function as a-welliholeivreamer; 

Fig. 2 15a similar View showingthe' well ream- 
ing tool incorporated in?afdrilling string to func 
tion as a stabilizer.- for, said-drilling’, string. 

Figs. 3, 4, .5‘ and. 6 are . enlarged cross-sectional 
views taken on the lines.3--3-, 4-4.5-5» and 
6-6; respectively of. Fig. ,1. 

Figs. ‘rand 8'arei fragmentary longitudinal sec. 
tional views taken substantially asindicated by 
lines 1’-'I"and"8--_B respectively‘,lon Fig. 1. 

Fig. 9 is a‘ fragmentary elevational view of 
means-carried by the’ tool body for‘ taking the 
wear'of‘the cutters; 

Fig. 10 is a perspective view=of a reaming ele 
ment or section employed'in- the invention. 

Fig.‘ 11 is ‘a'p'erspective-‘view of“ an element-pro 
vided for holding a reaming element in' place on 
the tool body‘. , 
The embodimentoff the invention illustrated 

in the ‘drawings-involves two spacedisets-of ‘ream-I 
ingimeansi Although-this tooliis describedfiinith‘e 
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2.» 
following speci?cation, I» wish it to be under 
stood?‘ that‘ I‘ may construct‘ tools incorporating 
theinvention with~onlyone setof reaming means 
or with more than two sets of such means as cir 
cumstances may'require. Thetool which is il 
lustrated has sectional-reaming elements, each 
of which has“ t'woerea'min'g blades or cutters. I 
may vary‘ the‘ number'o‘f'said‘ blades or cutters 
and further.‘ may vary- tlie'number of sections 
comprising the‘rea‘ming means. Further, I may 
omit‘ auxiliary» cuttersewhichI ‘show in the‘ draw 
ings'ior the purposecfibreaking up fragments of 
earth or rock which may accumulate‘at the tool; 
Irmayi provide‘ the‘mentibned reaming‘blades with 
cutting edges thatt give‘ these-parts the desired 
action; and Ifmay- make such other variations 
within, the‘ concepts of the invention which I 
may deem=to1be desirable for the purpose of‘ pro 
viding an :ef?cientltoolii‘or the purpose indicated. 
The invention, asflembodied inthe' form shown 

in the drawings; may: comprise generally, a tool 
shank or body reaming means B carried-by 
the tool’. bo'dy-;;means" C: for replaceably or de 
tachablyxholding saidLfeaming" means B‘ in posi 
tionon the tool; body‘; means D. transmitting 
torque or‘thrust fromithe means '3‘ to the body; 
and: various other: elements; and parts which will 
be latendescribed'.v 

InrFi'g; 1‘ which shows‘: the. toolin position to 
function asareamergit isipositioned in the drill 
ing string between a rock’l'bitLRI and a drill col 
lar E. InlE'ig: 2'1, whichshows- the tool-in posi 
tion t0'fl1nCti0l'l!.3;SI= aastabilizer, it ‘is-positioned 
betweenadrill collar; E,1..whicli' carries a bit R at 
its I lower; end; . andi azwsubl S; . whichv is carried on 
the lower end. or asdrillingv string. as by the 
lowermost standtofrdrilli piperP. In the latter 
application. the toolv is 1 turned: end: for end with 
respect to'its- dispositioniin Fig; 13 Itis apparent 
that I may- place the :tooliat any desire‘d'point in 
the drillinglstring.ibet'weenl any of'the drill pipes 
P‘ of ' said . string. 

The‘ tool . body A: is‘: formed. withv an elongated 
cylindrical shank; (52: in‘ which is providedv a 
through axial passage: I163 Thepassage is pro 
videdfor' passing: drilling-l ?uid-to the drilling bit 
R in=the.usual?manner; One endFof the-shank 
is: providedr'with'a- threadedlpini H‘ for‘ connection 
with or 'en'ga‘gement?in a1 threadedbox Iii-in the 
drillicollarfEcr a'llike element. The other end of 
the shank: is?» provided withla- thread- box l9v to 
receive" either: the1 pim 20-1 of‘ the drill ' bit It or 
the pin' 21‘: of thewsubi S.‘ 
As previously stated’; the ' present tool“ has two - 

setsloi reamirrgimeanselii- IA'cccrdingIy'tI'iesha-nl: 
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15 is provided with two recesses or seats 22 for 
said reaming means, said seats being arranged 
on the shank in longitudinally spaced relation. 
Each seat 22 is de?ned by the cylindrical outer 
wall of the shank I5 and by a pair of longitu 
dinally spaced radial ?ange-like enlargements 
E3 of said shank. Each of said ?ange-like en 
largements may be a segmental integrally formed 
portion of the shank. In this case, two such 
?ange portions are shown on opposite sides of 
the shank and between said portions, arcuate 
spaces with bottoms 24 occur. The seats 22 
and the bottoms 24 may be continuous with each 
other and with the outer cylindrical surface of 
the shank £5. The longitudinally spaced pairs 
or’ enlargements 23 form interrupted circum 
ferential ?anges on said shank. 
The interrupted ?anges 23 are arranged on 

the body in longitudinally spaced pairs with a 
seat 22 between each pair. Since the two spaced 
related pairs are alike, the following descrip 
tion of one pair will serve to describe the other 
also. 
Each interrupted ?ange 23 is provided with 

a wall 25 in a plane transverse of the longitu 
dinal axis of the body. The walls 25 of the ?anges 
de?ne or limit the longitudinal extent of the 
seat 22 and are best seen in Fig. 9. Each in 
terrupted ?ange 23 has longitudinal end walls 
26 which de?ne the circumferential extent of 
the spaces opposite the bottoms 26. As shown 
in Figs. 3 and 4, these walls 23 are undercut ad 
jacent the bottom to provide each interrupted 
?ange 23 with a lip 21 and a groove 28. One 
interrupted ?ange 23 is formed with dia 
metrically opposed longitudinal slots or grooves 
29 for reasons later described. The spaced in 
terrupted ?anges 23 are each also formed with 
circumferential groove 30 in the peripheral walls 
thereof for reasons later apparent. 
From the above it can be seen that the tool 

shank comprises a simple integral cylindrical bar 
which can be easily machined in typical machine 
tools without the need for special tooling. The 
shank can be turned in a lathe to the diameters 
of the shank l5, seats 22 and interrupted ?anges 
23, and the grooves 30 formed with a simple cut. 
The spaces 24 and the grooves 30 can then be 
formed in the ?anges 23 by a milling or other 
simple machining operation. 
The reaming means 13 are carried by the 

body A in the seats 22 provided in or on said 
body and each is carried by a pair of ?anges 23. 
The two reaming means shown are alike and, 
consequently, one will be described. 
Each reaming means B comprises essentially, 

a pair of circumferentially curved and longitu 
dinally straight metal elements 3| arranged in 
pairs in the seat 22. In general it may be said 
that each element 3| is in the form of a section 
or segment that is arcuate and substantially 
semi-circular or semi-cylindrical. The elements 
3| are similar to each other and together com 
pletely encircle the tool shank as best seen in 
Fig. 6. Each element which is shown in detail 
in Fig. 10 comprises a semi-cylindrical body or 
base 32 having one ear 33 at one side or end 
of said body and a pair of ears 34 on the other 
side or end. The ears 34 are longitudinally 
spaced to receive between them the ear 33 of 
a mating element 3|. Each reamer element or 
segment has a middle portion 35 with upper and 
lower ends which projects upwardly and down 
wardly over the bottoms 24 or between the ends 
of the interrupted ?anges 23. The side pore 
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tions 36 of said element are of lesser height than 
the middle portion and are arranged to ?t be 
tween the pair of interrupted ?anges, said por 
tions 36 having end faces 31 which engage the 
opposed walls 25 of said ?anges. The top and 
bottom edges 38 of the middle portion 35 are 
formed with outwardly directed grooves or 
rabbets 39. Each element 3| above-described, 
thus comprises a shoe-like‘ curved integrally 
formed member having a top and bottom 
grooved middle portion and side wing portions 

’ one of the latter having one ear and the other, 
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two. 
Each element 3| may be provided with one 

or more reaming cutters 40. Said cutters may 
be integrally formed with the elements 3|, in 
which case said elements may be made of sult~ 
able durable, tough and long-wearing metal, or 
they may be welded to said elements as can be 
understood. Each cutter 40 is shown in the form 
of a wedge-shaped tooth having its base 4| ad 
jacent and joined to the body 32 of the element 
3| and its cutting edge 43 at the outer free end 
of the tooth. Each cutter tooth is tangentially 
arranged with respect to the element body 32, 
and is also angularly disposed or pitched with 
respect to the length of said body. The teeth 
46 are shown as arranged radially in opposed 
pairs so that the tool will center in the hole 
being formed, the forces on the opposed teeth 
reacting against each other. Assuming normal 
clockwise rotation of the drilling string and, 
consequently of the present reaming tool, the 
described arrangement of the cutting teeth 40 
will present the leading or cutting edges 43 of 
said teeth to the wall W of a well hole for a ream 
ing or shaving cut into said wall. The diametral 
distance across opposed teeth 40 may be some 
what larger than the diameter of the well hole 
which is drilled by the bit R. Fig. 1 shows this 
arrangement. 
In Fig. 2, where the tool is inverted, the cut 

ting teeth edges 43, because of their tangential 
arrangement, bear on the well hole wall rather 
than cut into it. The engagement is in the 
nature of a wiping action. When used in the 
latter manner, the diametral distance across op 
posed teeth may be made to approximate the 
diameter of the hole being drilled by the bit R. 
The ears 33 and 34 of each element 3| are 

drilled as at 44 so that, upon assembly of a pair 
of elements on the shank l5, with the ear 33 of 
each element between the ears 34 of the other 

i element, a pin 45 can be introduced endwise into 
the drill holes 44 to connect the elements. It is 
for this purpose that I have provided the grooves 
29 above-mentioned. Fig. 8 best shows this ar 
rangement wherein the pin 45 is inserted througn 
one of the grooves 29 and its end engaged by the 
wall 25 of the ?ange 23 which is opposite to the 
?ange in which said grooves 29 are formed. 
The means C, in addition to the pins 45, may 

comprise means such as clamp shoes 46, which 
are in effect extensions of the upper and lower 
portions of the reaming elements, for holding 
the reaming elements 3| in place on the tool 
shank. A detail of one of such shoes is shown 
in Fig. 11. 
Each shoe comprises an arcuately ‘curved 

body 41, which, when positioned on the shank 
l5 rests on a bottom 24. The shoes 46 extend 
between and in effect form continuations of 
the interrupted ?anges 23. However, since these 
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shoes engage the wider middleportion 35 of the 
reamer elements ‘31,?thty ‘are made commen 
surately narrower ‘than theyvidthjof‘jthe ‘flanges 
23. The endsor edges .48 ,of ,each shoe 4'6 .are 
each provided with longitudinal lips {14.9 designed 
to engage in respective grooves .23, in the.~.?anges 
23 as hereinbeforeadescribed. vaBy .means of this 
structure, each .shoe .46 .may be ,placed against 
the shank 15 .above .-or below ,a .?angev23, .as. :the 
case may be, and slid (longitudinally. of the-tool 
into holding engagement with .vaireamer element 
3 l . The inter-locked, lips ‘:21 ¢and\49~.of;the .t?anges 
23 and the shoes vJiii, .‘respeotivel-y, =will;_girevent 
outward displacementof :the shoes and,.-therefore, 
0f the vreaming ‘element. The: mentioned .rreamer 
holding action ‘of , the shoes .afforded :through 
the ‘inter-locked engagement inf .the :edgesiSB of 
said reaming elements and lips :z-5ll'lon redgeszof 
shoes ‘45. GFig. 3,-shows the ?rst-described inter 
lock and Fig. '7, the latter. 
Various means may be provided :for retaining 

the above assembly in working condition by ?xing 
the shoes 4'5 in place between the-ends of the 
?anges. As shown, I prefer to use means such 
as snap rings ~5l. It is for ‘this ‘purpose that I 
provide 'the grooves 30 .invthe t?anges as before 
described and also provide similargrooves £52 in 
the-shoes 4B toform continuationsof sai‘dgrooyes 
30. .By‘placing the wsnaprings zit-in the grooves . 
thus provided, I achieve ‘the .dual function vof 
preventing ~longitudinal displacement of the 
clamp shoes 46 .andsimilaredispl-acementvoflthe 
reaming element connecting pins 45. The latter 
relationship is shown in Fig. 8 wherein the ring . 
5! has overstanding engagement with said pin 
45 to restrict its movement in a direction to 
leave the drill holes 44 of the elements 3|. 
From the above it will be seen that the torque 

thrusts imparted to the shank body I5 by the 
elements 3|, and which are caused by the reactive 
forces on the reaming teeth 40, are taken by said 
body through the end walls 26 of the interrupted 
?anges 23. In the application of the tool shown 
in Fig. 1, one end wall 26 of each ?ange 23 will 
take said thrust; and in the application of Fig. 2, 
the other end of the ?ange will take said thrust. 
To prolong the useful life of the shank I5, the 
means D may be provided. 

Said means D may comprise a wear plate 55 
which is held in place by screws 56 against each 
end wall 26 of each ?ange 23 as best seen in 
Figs. 5 and 9. For this purpose the upper and 
lower extensions of the middle portion 35 of each 
element 3| are made somewhat narrower than 
the bottoms 24 so that said upper and lower 
extensions may ?t between the wear plates 55. 
It may be seen that the edge faces 51 of said 
extensions bear on the wear plates and impart 
thrust thereto. 
A desirable addition to my tool may be pro 

vided for the purpose of drilling into and break 
ing up such pieces of earth and rock which may 

_ accumulate in the hole at the tool. I provide for 
this purpose simple means such as one or more 
auxiliary cutters 59 integrally formed or welded 
on the shoes 46. Since the lower edges 60 of the 
reaming teeth 40 will engage loose earth and rock 
which is in their path of movement, I design 
the cutters 59 to accomplish the same function 
for earth and rock pieces which the reaming cut 
ters cannot reach. I therefore arrange the cut 
ters 59 to operate in the annular spaces between 
the bit It and the lowermost ?ange 23 and be 
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tween the bottom and top ?anges 23 ofllnper 
and , lower reaming means ,B. The particles 
brokenor-ldrilled up ‘by the cutters ‘59 ,canfthen 
be flushed out of the hole by the?uid .com 
monly .used vfor removing the?drillings .of the 
bit. 
.Iintend .to construct the parts-.comprising-the 

tool so ,that they are inter-changeable .for. Quick 
and easy replacement when 'c-WOP-Il or. ‘broken. 
Since ,the :drilling string is withdrawnfromithe 
well from time to time so that the drill bit loan 
be repaired, such interchange'of partszommy tool 
can be accomplished at the same time. 
Having described only a typicalpreierred form 

and application of my invention I -do_.-not-,§wish 
to bellimited . or restricted ‘to thezspeci?c (details 
herein .set forth, .but wish .-.to reserve .to .my-self 
any modifications :‘OI' variations that may-appear 
to. those , skilled inlthe .art or fall .withinzthescope 
of thefollowing claims. 
.Having described my invention, {I claim: 
1. A well reaming ‘tool including an elongate 

cylindrical body, longitudinally-spaced ?anges 
?xed on the exterior of the body each having 
circumferentially {spaced opposed shoulders ex 
tending longitudinally of said body, there being‘ 
circumferentially faced lips at the shoulders 
spaced from the ‘exterior of the ‘bloody forming 
grooves extending lengthwise of the body,.-the:;.ex 
teriorof the body between the ?anges -forming.~;a 
seat, a vreaming element carried'on'said seat and 
between saidl?anges, and shoesat-thev?angesi-ene 
gaging the reaming element retaining it on the 
seat and having oppositely projecting lips en 
gaged in said grooves, and like removable annu 
lar retainers around the body at the ?anges hold 
ing the shoes against axial movement. 

2. A well reaming tool including an elongate 
cylindrical body, longitudinally spaced ?xed 
?anges on the exterior of the body, the exterior 
of the body between the ?anges forming a seat, 
segmental reaming elements enngaged on said 
seat and having end extensions, means releasably 
connecting the elements together forming a con 
tinuous annular assembly around the body, and 
means encircling the body and the end exten 
sions of said elements holding said elements in 
place on the body. ' 

3. A well reaming tool including an elongate 
cylindrical body, longitudinally spaced ?anges on 
the exterior of the body, the exterior of the body 
between the ?anges forming a seat, a reaming 
element engaged on said seat and between said 
?anges, said element including a base conform 
ing to the seat and at least one outwardly pro 
jecting reaming tooth on the base, retaining shoes 
engaging the end portions of said reaming ele 
ment, and annular releasable retainers surround 
ing the body and extending over the shoes re 
taining them in engagement with the reaming 
element. 

4. A well reaming tool including an elongate 
cylindrical body, at least one pair of longitudi 
nally spaced interrupted ?anges on said body to 
provide a seat between the ?anges and spaces 
between the interrupted portions of said ?anges, 
sectional reaming elements disposed on said seat 
and releasably connected together around the 
body and having end extensions disposed in the 
mentioned spaces, and annular retainers engag 
ing both the interrupted ?anges and said end ex 
tensions holding said reaming elements remov 
ably on said body. 

5. A well reaming tool including an elongate 
cylindrical body, at leastone pair of longitudi 
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nally spaced interrupted ?anges on said body to 
provide a seat between the ?anges and spaces 
between the interrupted portions of said ?anges, 
sectional reaming elements disposed on said seat 
and having extensions disposed in the mentioned 
spaces, each sectional element including a semi 
cylindrical member and at least one reaming 
tooth on said member, and means engaging both 
the interrupted ?anges and said element exten 
sions releasably holding said reaming elements on 
said body. 

6. A well reaming tool comprising an elongated 
cylindrical body, at least one pair of longitudi 
nally spaced interrupted ?anges on said body to 
provide a seat between the ?anges and spaces 
between the interrupted portions of said ?anges, 
sectional reaming elements disposed in said seat 
and having extensions disposed in the mentioned 
sppaces, longitudinally disposed keys separably 
connecting the reaming elements, and annular 
retainers for the keys and engaging both the in 
terrupted ?anges and said element extensions 
holding said reaming elements removably on said 
body. 

7. A well reaming tool comprising an elongate 
cylindrical body, at least one pair of longitudi 
nally spaced interrupted ?anges on said body to 
provide a seat between the ?anges and spaces 
between the interrupted portions of said ?anges, 
sectional reaming elements disposed in said seat 
and having extensions disposed in the mentioned 
spaces, each sectional element comprising a 
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semi-cylindrical member and at least one ream~ 
ing tooth on said latter member, means for sep 
arably connecting the reaming elements, and 
means engaging both the interrupted ?anges and 
said element extensions for holding said reaming 
elements removably on said vbody. 

8. A well reaming tool including an elongate 
cylindrical body, at least one pair of longitudi 
nally spaced interrupted ?anges on said body to 
provide a seat between the ?anges and spaces 
between the interrupted portions of said ?anges, 
sectional reaming elements disposed on said seat 
and having end extensions disposed in the men 
tioned spaces, said interrupted ?anges and the 
end extensions of the reaming elements having 
registering peripheral grooves, and rings engaged 
in said grooves holding the reaming elements in 
operating position. 

' WILLIAM F. LAKE. 
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